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It’s perhaps the biggest news of the year so far...the return of our Sliders!  We’re looking forward to having our 
PK-2 students back this week and our Grades 3-5 students back the week of March 9.  For those staying   
virtual things shouldn’t look too different than they’ve been, except for some updates to the master schedule.  
For those returning, we are excited to have our kids in the building.   
 

While our plans are all in place, we anticipate there may be some bumps along the way and ask for your    
patience, grace, and compassion as we work through them. We know there will be lines during arrival as we 
have to perform temperature screenings. We will move through as quickly as possible. We’ve tried to stagger 
arrival times so that PK-2 students and families with siblings arrive at 8:40 and other grades 3-5 students at 
8:50.  One way to help keep the lines moving is to have completed the required Qualtrics health screener   
before coming to school. Show the green check to indicate a passed screening, and we can move forward 
with the temperature check and get everyone on their way.  Temporary parking signs have been placed along 
26th Street so that cars can park only for Park and Ride during morning arrival. Dismissal will take place at 
doors around the building. If you have questions about the dismissal door for your student please contact your 
child’s teacher. 
 

While re realize things won’t completely be back to “normal”, having kids in the building is the first step toward 
normalcy, and we can’t wait! 



               Kindergarteners had a busy  
  February learning about President’s  
  Day, the Lunar New Year, and of  
  course, celebrating Valentine’s  
  Day.  Thank you to the PTA for  
  arranging our Valentine Exchange! It 
was a huge success and our kindergarten students 
loved their first Valentine’s Day in school! We are 
kicking off March with Read Across America 
Week.  Please look for more information from your 
child’s teacher in the upcoming weeks about fun 
activities to celebrate our love of reading! In math, 
kindergarteners will begin learning about fractions 
(ie: halves, parts of a whole, parts of a set, etc.). In 
Reader's Workshop, students are learning about 
nonfiction texts and improving their reading       
comprehension strategies. We are continuing to 
learn new sight words and working on decoding  
unknown words. In Writer's Workshop, students are 
learning how to write instructional pieces and will be 
creating "how-to" writings. We are so proud of all of 
the children's growth thus far this year. We have a 
big transition ahead of us.  We’re sad to say good-
bye to some of our kindergarten friends, but we 
look forward to welcoming our new classmates on 
March 2nd!  
 

      First Grade is feeling lucky this March!  
We will finish our nonfiction unit in Writer’s  
Workshop by editing our work and making  
a final copy. We will then start a new  
unit on persuasive writing and writing  
various reviews of books, movies, and  
other choice topics such as seasons and the age 
old debate of waffles vs. pancakes. In math, we are 
continuing to learn geometry and making and     
extending patterns. We will end the month studying 
fractions and splitting objects into equal groups. In 
reading we are going to work on building our       
fluency by reading with appropriate rate,             
expression, and adhering to punctuation. We will do 
this through the use of our reading book bags and 
texts at independent levels. In content we will finish 
our unit on famous Americans and then will learn  
   about geography and          
   different map skills. Lastly,  
   we will continue with Mo  
   Willems as our Author of the  
   Month and use some of his  
   author traits to write our own  
   books. 

      When folks think of February, they 
        most often think of the shortest month 
        of the year. Well, short or not, it was 
  certainly a very FULL month of 
  learning for us in Second Grade.  In 
  science, we honed our green 
thumbs by learning all about plants – their needs, 
parts, and life cycle.  As writers, we experimented 
with the Japanese form of poetry known as the  
Haiku.  As readers, we looked for figurative        
language in our texts and “lit up like a light bulb” 
when we found them.  In math, we explored place 
value and compared larger, three-digit, numbers 
using the symbols <, >, and =.  As a class commu-
nity we took TWO field trips!  The first, we visited  
the grounds of Potomac Overlook and  
learned about birds of prey such as owls  
and hawks. For the second, we explored  
the National Postal Museum and learned  
interesting facts about the history of the  
mail system as well as the major role that  
mail delivery plays in our daily lives. In fact, we   
encourage all of our young learners to write a letter 
of appreciation to your mail carrier (or delivery   
person).  As we wrapped up the month and        
prepared for the onset of hybrid learning, we came 
together as a second grade family to read aloud the 
book Our Class is a Family by Shannon Olson.  We 
emphasized that we remain a united community 
despite changes taking place.  We are here for 
each other always and we wish everyone a smooth 
and safe transition in the coming days and weeks.   

 

     As we move into March we are  
excited for all the changes that will be  
coming to our Third Grade classrooms.  
Our third graders have been very  
resilient, and we know that they will  
continue to grow and learn throughout the  
upcoming transition to concurrent learning. In math 
we will spiral back to our multiplication and division 
unit. We will be taking all of our prior knowledge 
and building upon it to start multiplying two digit 
numbers by one digit numbers. Language arts will 
be transitioning away from our persuasive writing 
and moving on to the world of “Once Upon a Time''! 
That's right, it's time for our Fairy Tales unit! We 
know that with the combination of our creativity and 
our upcoming reading unit on character studies, 
this will be a fun unit for everyone. The third grade 
will be spending the majority of March focusing on 
science and the importance of soil along with 
weathering and erosion. Once we finish up this unit 
we will be jumping right back into our ancient      
civilization studies! The third grade team can’t wait 
for all of the exciting changes to come! 
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    Hello everyone! Here is all the 

       information you need to know about  
       how to be prepared with the correct  
       supplies and materials for your Art  
       class as we come back to school.  
       Students should always bring this 
basic list of supplies on an Art day: paper, pencil, eraser, 
glue stick, crayons, sketchbook (or sketch paper/printer 
paper is fine), Art folder (with unfinished projects inside).  
If students need to bring any other materials, such as: oil 
pastels, painting supplies: water color paint, paintbrush, 
water cup, watercolor paper (blue sunflower notebook), 
clay, markers, or construction paper…Art teachers will 
be in contact with your students’ homeroom teachers 
who will inform parents of any additional supplies your       
student should pack to bring to school.  To best prepare 
for coming back to school, please gather ALL the art ma-
terials that you have gotten this year so far and put the 
basic supply list in a tote bag for art so your students can 
grab it and go in the morning. Also keep the other materi-
als in a box nearby in case you are informed that they 
need to bring any other specific supplies, such as paint-
ing materials. This will take some preparation but we are 
trying to make it as easy as possible for the students. If 

you have any questions please contact your art teacher. 
 

     During the month of March, all  
Tuckahoe Physical Education  
students will learn about body  
awareness and movement exploration  
through locomotor & non-locomotor  
themed movements.  Students will be performing some 
type of gymnastic movement and jump-roping skill.  We 
would like to request that all students have a jump rope 
available to them starting March 15th - April 2nd.  In   
addition to the gymnastics and jump-roping skills units, 
specific grade-levels will be instructed on the following 
topics: PreK-Kindergarten will be introduced to different 
locomotor movements such as galloping and            
leaping.  First grade will learn how the heart and lungs 
work together to help the body move.  Second grade will 
be instructed on making proper hydration choices and 
will create their own gymnastic routines.  Third, fourth, 
and fifth grades will learn what the best hydration     
choices are and calculate how much water one should 
drink to stay properly hydrated each day.  Students will 
recall the function and components that make-up the 
cardiorespiratory system.  They will also define the ‘FITT 
Principle’ and know the importance of it to maintain well-
ness.  In PE classes, we highly encourage that students 
activate their cameras so instructors can see individual 
students engaged in our lessons.  Although not a       
requirement, we find that it is much easier to provide  
instant feedback on skills that students are participating 
in and assists us in making a personal connection with 
your child during the education process.  Thank you for 
your consideration in this request. 

           We are very excited to  
   welcome back many of our  
   Sliders this week and next week! 
   Even though Music will stay  
   virtual, we can’t wait to see our  
   students during arrival and     
dismissal! It is worth noting that based on the latest    
recommendations for music classrooms, there will be 
some modifications to the program. To ensure the safety 
of all, singing will not be a part of the music class, but we 
can still hum! Third grade hybrid students will be using a 
modified recorder (head joint removed) to continue their 
recorder curriculum; these students will also need to 
bring their recorder book to every music class. Since the 
music instruments cannot be shared, we ask that our 
younger students (Kgn through 2nd grade) keep their 
rhythm sticks in their backpack, so the instruments can 
be easily accessed when needed. With older students, 
we will focus on purposeful listening to music, exploration 
of different genres, rhythm studies, and composition   
projects. This year, as part of the  
Lunar New Year celebration,  
students were taken on a virtual  
trip to Mongolia. We enjoyed  
learning about the Mongolian  
traditions, history, and music. We thank Ms. Jugdersuren 
for sharing many wonderful authentic resources. The 
highlight of the past month was the Music and STEAM 
soundscape lesson presented to the 2nd and 5th grade 
students. This lesson was a product of collaboration with 
the Tuckahoe STEAM specialist Ms. Egan. It was very 
important for us to create a lesson that is not only dense 
with content, but also meets the social and emotional 
needs of students, so many activities were geared   
toward social-emotional learning. The students enjoyed 
the activities and created amazing soundscapes!  We 
look forward to continuing making music together with all 
our hybrid and virtual students! 

 
     I’m still in awe of all the hands-on 

activities and deep-dive discussions 
students have been able to engage in  
via online learning-and of students at  
all grade levels showing their enthusi- 
asm and insights! Pre-K has been  
exploring measurement of length and weight. Grades 1 
and 2 have been learning about living things and doing 
hands-on activities related to the symmetry of snowflakes 
and hearts. I got to team with our music teachers in 
teaching a wonderful, calming exploration of           
soundscapes to 2nd and 5th graders. Fossils has been a 
recent topic for 2nd and 3rd graders and will continue  
       into March. Third graders explored  
       the concept of the Mobius strip and  
       made Mobius hearts around Valen- 

       tine’s Day. Fourth and fifth graders  
       have been doing a deep dive with lots 
       of great  problem-solving and  
       research on invasive species and 
their impact on ecosystems and will continue into March. 
So impressed with classroom conversations on all of 
these topics! Ask your children to share! 
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Classroom News continued from page 2 
           
 

         Fourth Graders have started  
          their second multiplication and  
          division unit in math. Keep practic- 
  ing those math facts and be on the 
  lookout for visual arrays, like a 
carton of eggs is a 2 by 6 array (2x6=12).  In 
science, we had a great presentation by a   
member of the educational team at Ocearch. 
The kids loved learning about sharks and how 
we can best protect their environment. In social 
studies, we are learning about the founding of 
our nation during the turbulent American       
Revolution period. Nonfiction is a focus in fourth 

grade, and we are currently  
learning about the different 
structures nonfiction can take, 
such as cause and effect,  
sequence, and compare and  
contrast. Fourth graders are  
reading and writing up a storm,  
and we look forward to meeting  
some of you in-person!  
 

      Our Fifth Grade students are  
working hard and “marching” through  
the third quarter! In math, they have  
wrapped up the units on decimal  
computation and are now beginning  
to delve into fraction computation. Ask your 
child to show you a practical problem involving 
fractions they solved recently! In language arts, 
students will merge their reading and writing 
skills to craft a literary essay based on their 
book club novels. Through an exploration of sto-
ry elements, students will form an opinion about 
their book that they will support using evidence 
from the text. In science, students will continue 
our study of geology by applying what we  
  learned about Earth’s changing  
  surface to begin studying the rock 
  cycle. In social studies, students  
  will move through time from  
  ancient Egypt to ancient India!  
  They will analyze geographical  
  features of India and their impact 
on settlement, examine edicts from King 
Ashoka, and assess the achievements of India's 
golden age under the Gupta Empire. We have 
some very exciting things in store! 
 

Department News continued from page 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      

     We’ve had a lot of fun in the Library reading 
books about winter and Valentine’s Day lately. 
Some favorites: Tiny T. Rex and the Perfect 
Valentine, Cold Snap, and Wolf in the Snow.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kindergarten also read Water is Water and 
shared what they’ve learned in science about 
the water cycle—they are water experts!  First 
grade used Cold Snap to illustrate some of their 
favorite snow day activities: snowmen, snow 
angels, and drinking hot chocolate were      
popular ones!  Second grade spread some love 
by making valentines for teachers.  These were 
so fun to read, and brought smiles to a lot of 
people’s faces!  Third grade is rocking their   
visual literacy unit.  We’ve been studying       
illustrations and reading wordless picture books 
to understand different ways of storytelling and 
interpreting meaning.  Fourth and fifth grades 
practiced using Google to find information, and 
we talked a lot about all the different ways 
Google finds information and what we can trust.  
We are looking forward to getting back to the 
school with a lot of our Sliders.  Quick reminder 
that students will not be able to visit the library; 
instead, they’ll be able to place holds on their 
iPads for books that will be delivered to their 
classrooms.  This process may take a couple of 
weeks to become fully efficient, so please be 
patient!  Our goal, as always, is to get great 
books into your students’ hands.  In that vein, 
we also have some new ebooks!  You can see 
our newest arrivals in the second ribbon in   
Discover.  We have lots of popular books for all 
ages there, and they can be read right away! 



Thought of the Month:  

    "The greatest power is 
often simple patience.”  

                  

                      ~E. Joseph Cossman
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 Tuckahoe Spirit Fridays are here!  Students are invited to wear any      
Tuckahoe gear they have.  Don’t have any yet?  No worries!    

Wear blue & yellow to show your  Slider Pride!  



March 2:        PreK/Gr 1 students return  

March 4:        Kgn/Gr 2 students return 

March 4:        Library/Materials Pickup,  
         3:00PM 

March 5:        Slider Spirit Friday 

March 5:         No School Grades 3-5 

Week of March 9: Gr. 3-5 students return 

March 11:         Library/Materials Pickup,  
         3:00PM   

March 12:        Slider Spirit Friday 

March 18:        Library/Materials Pickup,  
         3:00PM 

March 19:         Slider Spirit Friday 

March 25:        Library/Materials Pickup,  
         3:00PM 

March 26:        Slider Spirit Friday   

March 29-April 2: Spring Break 

April 5:         Synchronous learning day,  
         K-5 

 

Due to when Spring Break falls the April   
edition of Tuckahoe Times will be published 

the week of April 12... 

 

 
 


